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New import shipment regulations - Egypt 
 
The broad classifications of commodities are as follows and the specific commodity codes will be 
shared as soon as we receive notification of the same.  
 
1. Finished final products for dairy products  
2. Dried fruits  
3. Finished products for oil and grease  
4. Chocolate  
5. Fruit juice  
6. Bread items and products prepared from grains  
7. Natural water and gaseous products  
8. Cosmetics and perfumes  
9. Toilet paper  
10. Home appliances  
11. Kids toys  
12. Garments, textiles, carpets and shoes  
13. Watches  
14. Dining products  
 
Please find below, as received, from the Minister of Trade & Industry regarding the Amendment 
of the Rules organizing the Registration of the Factories qualified to Export Products thereof to The 
Arab Republic of Egypt:  
(Article one)  
A register shall be created in the General Organization for Export and Import Control for the Factories 
and for companies who are owners of trademarks qualified to export the products listed in the attached 
statement to the Arab Republic of Egypt.  
These products imported for trading may not be released unless they are produced by the factories 
recorded in that register, or imported by the companies who are owners of trademarks, or by their 
registered distribution centers in that register.  
A decree of the Minister concerned with foreign trade shall be issued for recording in or removing from 
that register and he may exempt from any or all of the registration conditions in the cases determined 
thereby.  
 
(Article Two)  
For Recording in the register referred to, the Following shall be adhered to:  
First: For the Factories:  
The registration application shall be submitted by the legal representative of the factory or his 
authorized deputy supported by the following certified documents:  
Certificate of the legal entity of the factory and the license issued for the factory.  
List of items produced by the factory and their trademarks.  
The trademark of the product and the trademarks produced by means of a license from the owner 
thereof.  
Certificate proving that the factory applies a quality control system; such certificate shall be issued by 
an entity recognized by the International Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation (ILAC) or by The 
International Accreditation Forum (IAF), or an Egyptian or Foreign governmental entity approved by 
the Minster concerned with foreign trade  
Second: For the Companies who are Owners of Trademarks:  
The registration application shall be submitted by the legal representative of the company who is 
owner of the trademark or his authorized deputy supported by the following certified documents:  
Certificate proving that the trademark is registered and the items produced under this trademark.  
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Certificate from the company who is owner of the trademark listing the distribution centers which are 
licensed to supply the items with this trademark.  
 
Certificate proving that the company who is owner of the trademark applies a quality control system, 
such certificate shall be issued by an entity recognized by the International Laboratory Accreditation 
Cooperation (ILAC) or by The International Accreditation Forum (IAF), or an Egyptian or foreign 
governmental entity approved by the Minster concerned with foreign trade.  
Third:  
In case of doubts regarding the correctness of the submitted documents, they will not be registered in 
the register unless they are verified. Upon request of the applicant it may be allowed to inspect the 
company or the factory to verify the correctness of the documents after the approval of Minister of 
Trade and Industry.  
(Article Three)  
All previous decrees or stipulations which contradict the provisions of this Decree shall be canceled.  
(Article Four)  
This Decree shall be published in Al Wakaye Al Masreya/Government Bulletin and it shall come into 
force two months after the date of its publication.  
Please find below, as issued, by the Central Bank of Egypt (CBE):  
The Central Bank of Egypt (CBE) has instituted a new policy regulating the procedure by which 
importers are provided with foreign currency by domestic banks, among other charges to its policies.  
The CBE’s new regulations are an attempt to reduce fraudulent import valuations and to reinforce the 
national economy by strengthening the competitiveness of domestic products against foreign imports.  
The parameters of the new procedure mandates that only those imports where foreign financial 
institutions issue collection documents directly to banks operating in Egypt will be allowed, while 
collection documents that are provided by the importer to the Egyptian bank will be declined.  
The CBE has granted banks one month to apply the new regulations from the time of the document’s 
issuance.  
The CBE’s instructions also include obliging banks to acquire a 100% cash margin on letters of credit, 
which encourages the funding of commodities for commercial companies or governmental bodies, 
instead of the 50% that was applied before.  
These instructions are also applied in the case of strengthening trade bills submitted for suppliers’ 
facilitations, to import supplies for these bodies, or to meet any obligations by the bank, including 
issuing letters of guarantee for import operations for traders and government’s agencies. The CBE 
excluded the import of medicines, vaccines and related chemical materials, and baby formula from the 
cash margin.  
These procedures will be applied on import operations, and will be implemented as of January 2016, 
according to the CBE’s instructions. The CBE disallowed the use of credit limits authorized from banks 
for importers in paying the cash margin stated in these new instructions, including credit facilitations 
insured by securities or commercial documents.  
The CBE affirmed the lack of restrictions on letters of credit related to importing commodities, not for 
the purpose of trade, such as capital commodities or requirements for production and other products 
imported by factories, except for those imposed by regular banking rules.  
Meanwhile, the CBE moved to prevent refinancing import operations for the purposes of trade, which 
is subject to the 100% cash margin, through offering temporary facilitations in foreign currencies. It has 
also allowed re-financing import operations for non-trade purposes, including the import of basic 
commodities such as food and ration—excluding the General Authority for Supply and Commodity. 
  
Please do not hesitate to contact your local sales or customer service representative if you require 
further information. 
 
 


